We consider two classes of non-Gaussian entangled states generated from the product of number states with the action of the beamsplitter or the two-mode squeezer. It is shown that, for many of these states, the covariance matrix is compatible with the covariance matrix of separable Gaussian states and their separability cannot be verified by the measurements of the first and second moments of canonical variables. We identify a couple of continuous-variable entanglement criteria with higher order moments to verify these non-Gaussian entanglement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gaussian states, such as coherent states, squeezed states, and two-mode squeezed states, are of fundamental to describe basic nature of quantum mechanical phenomena. They play a central role in experiments of quantum optics and quantum information science [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Gaussian states are characterized by their covariance matrices with the first and second order moments of canonical quadrature variables. Similarly, Gaussian operations are characterized by the transformation of the covariance matrices, and there have been various experimental demonstrations of quantum information processing within the Gaussian framework [3, 6] . In turn, it has been known that nonGaussian resource is necessary to implement a universal quantum computation [7] [8] [9] . This fact strongly motivates us to study the property of non-Gaussian quantum states.
There have been many works to investigate the properties of non-Gaussian wave functions [10, 11] and nonGaussian entangled states [5, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . An outstanding example of non-Gaussian quantum states is a single photon state. Generation method of the single photon state and its non-Gaussian properties have been widely investigated not only for its primitive quantum nature but also for potential application in quantum information science [21] . Quantum measurements to manipulate a few number of photons have been experimentally demonstrated [22] [23] [24] [25] and such methods are useful to generate nonGaussian entanglement [13, 18, 19, 26, 27] .
Entanglement of Gaussian states has been successfully described by their covariance matrices [4, 5, [28] [29] [30] . On the other hand, there have been many proposed entanglement criteria based on the measurements of higher order moments of canonical quadrature variables [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Generally, the criteria with higher order moments are thought to be powerful to detect non-Gaussian entanglement, however, the criteria based on the covariance matrices are sensitive to some of non-Gaussian entangled states. Thus, it is not so clear in what condition we need higher order moments for entanglement verification. Hence, it would be valuable to investigate limitations of entanglement criterion with the lower order moments of the covariance matrix and show the advantage of higher order criteria [16, 17] . Thereby, the following two steps would be important: (i) To identify a set of non-Gaussian entangled states whose inseparability cannot be verified by the measurement of the covariance matrix. (ii) To find higher order entanglement criterion which can verify the inseparability of these states.
The photonic number states are eigenstates of a harmonic oscillator and their properties are simply described by using the annihilation and creation operators. Such a formalism enables us to describe an orthonormal basis consist of entangled states [20] . It is likely that such an orthonormal basis gives an insightful example to proceed the step (i). To proceed the step (ii), there have been a sequence of works to present the separable conditions based on SU(2) and SU(1,1) commutation relations [32, 33, [35] [36] [37] . These conditions can be derived from the uncertainty relations for the operators described by the products of canonical variables, and are thought to be the lowest order criteria to go beyond the Gaussian framework.
In this paper, we consider two classes of non-Gaussian entangled states generated from the product of the number states by using two-mode Gaussian unitary interactions. We show that, for many of these states, the covariance matrix is compatible with the covariance matrix of separable Gaussian states and their inseparability cannot be verified by the measurements of the first and second moments of canonical variables. We also identify a couple of continuous-variable entanglement criteria with higher order moments to verify the inseparability of these states. This paper is organized as follows. We investigate the property of the covariance matrix for the non-Gaussian entangled states in Sec. II. We consider the entanglement criteria with higher order moments for the non-Gaussian entangled states in Sec. III. The results are summarized in Sec IV.
II. PHOTONIC NON-GAUSSIAN ENTANGLED STATES AND ENTANGLEMENT CRITERIA FOR GAUSSIAN STATES
In this section we apply the separable condition based on the covariance matrix of the density operator to two families of non-Gaussian entangled states, and show limitations on the detection of entanglement from the measurement of the covariance matrix.
A. Covariance matrix and inseparability of two-mode states
We consider a two-mode system AB described by quadrature variables with the canonical commutation relations [x A ,p A ] = [x B ,p B ] = i. Let us define a vector form for the set of quadrature variables aŝ
The covariance matrix of a two-mode density operator ρ is defined by
where Ô = Tr(Ôρ) denotes the expectation value of the observableÔ and ∆Ô :=Ô− Ô . The submatrices A, B, and C are real symmetric 2-by-2 matrices. Their determinants and det γ are invariant under the local Gaussian unitary transformations. In terms of these determinants, the separable criterion [29] is given by
This is the necessary and sufficient condition for separability of two-mode Gaussian states. For non-Gaussian states, this is a necessary condition for separability. Hence, we may define a class of purely non-Gaussian entangled states by the set of entangled states which fulfill the condition of Eq. (3). An important property of this class of states is that their covariance matrices cannot be transform into the covariant matrices of the entangled Gaussian states by local Gaussian operations and classical communications.
In the next two subsections we consider two families of entangled states given by acting Gaussian unitary interactions on the product of number states as in FIG. 1. We will specify the regime of parameters which indicates the purely non-Gaussian entangled states in each family. vacuum state in the Schmidt decomposed form is defined by
where we assume |ξ| < 1. The TMS vacuum state is a Gaussian state and it is known that any two-mode pure Gaussian state can be transformed into the form of Eq. (4) by local Gaussian unitary operations. Let us define the annihilation operators crossing over the separation of A and B bŷ
where the unitary operator V ξ := e ξa † b † −ξ * ab is the twomode squeezing operator. The new field operators fulfill the bosonic commutation relations
The TMS vacuum state corresponds to the vacuum of the new field operators as we haveÂ ξ |ψ ξ = 0 andB ξ |ψ ξ = 0. The TMS number state [10, 16, 20] is defined by the number state of the non-local modes as
From the construction, it satisfies the orthonormal rela-
It is entangled whenever ξ = 0 and its wave function is non-Gaussian except for M = N = 0 [20] . From Eqs. (5) and (6) we can confirm the relation |M, N ; ξ = V ξ |M A |N B . This implies that the TMS number states can be generated by acting the two-mode squeezing operation on the product of number states as in FIG. 1(a) .
The quadrature moments for the TMS number states are routinely calculated by using the following relations on the annihilation and creation operators:
The elements of the covariance matrix are determined to be
where we write ξ = |ξ|(cos θ + i sin θ). This implies an explicit formula of the quantity D in Eq. (3) as
From the condition |ξ| < 1 we can see that the final term is negative, i.e., M N |ξ|
The parameter regime of this inequality can be depicted in FIG. 2 . From Eq. (10), we can specify the subset of the TMS number states whose inseparability cannot be confirmed by the measurement of the covariance matrix.
We can see that the majority of the TMS number states belong to the class of the purely non-Gaussian entangled states.
C. Beam-splitted number states
Let us consider the beam-splitter transformation described by
where U r = e ra † b−r * ab † is the unitary operator of the beamsplitter and we assume 0 < |r| < ∞. (10) is fulfilled, and entanglement of the corresponding TMS number states can be verified by the measurement of the covariance matrix. On the outside (and the boundary) of this regime, the covariance matrix of |M, N ; ξ has to be compatible with a separable Gaussian state, and its inseparability cannot be confirmed by the measurement of the covariance matrix. Here, we set the parameter ξ = 0.7 in Eq. (10).
In 
We call this state a beam-splitted (BS) number state. In the case of n = m = 0, the state |0, 0; r = |0, 0 is a separable Gaussian state. Except for this case the BS number states are non-Gaussian and entangled as we prove in the following. Let us assume the non-zero-photon case of n + m ≥ 1. Recall that any Gaussian states are non-orthogonal with each other. Since, a non-zero-photon state |n, m; r is orthogonal to the vacuum state from the orthonormal relation n ′ , m ′ ; r|n, m; r = δ n,n ′ δ m,m ′ it cannot be a Gaussian state. From Eqs. (11) and (13), we can verify that the BS number state |n, m; r has Schmidt decomposition with the Schmidt basis {|n + m − k, k } k=0,1,2,···n+m and the Schmidt rank is at most n + m + 1. It is direct to see that the coefficients of the edges of the Schmidt basis n + m, 0|n, m; r and 0, n + m|n, m; r is non-zero. This implies that one can find entanglement from the subspace spanned by |n + m, 0 and |0, n + m . Hence, the BS number states are non-Gaussian entangled states except for the case of n = m = 0. The inseparability of the BS number states can be also proven from the theorem for beam-splitter entangler [39] (see also [14] ). Note that a BS number state is described by a finite number of Schmidt bases, and it is thought to be an entity of discrete-variable systems. On the contrary, Schmidt rank of the TMS number states is infinite, and they are thought to be entities of purely infinite-dimensional systems.
The quadrature moments for the BS number states are readily calculated by using the following relations on the annihilation and creation operators,
The elements of the covariance matrix γ of Eq. (2) are determined to be
where r = |r|(cos φ + i sin φ). From these relations and Eq. (3), we have
This implies that the separable condition D ≥ 0 of Eq. (3) is always satisfied for the BS number states. (This result is also given by the fact det C =
≥ 0 with Lemma of Ref. [29] , that is, Gaussian states with det C ≥ 0 are separable.). Hence, they are classified to the purely non-Gaussian entangled states.
It might be interesting that a relation similar to Eq. (10) can be derived for the BS number states when we consider a higher order entanglement condition given by Hillery and Zubairy [33] :
For the BS number states of Eq. (13) we have
Then, the entanglement condition of Eq. (17) (19) is satisfied only for the cases of (m, n) = {(k, 0), (0, k)} with k = 1, 2, 3, · · · . This is an advantage of the measurements of higher order moments for detection of the purely non-Gaussian entanglement although it can detect the entanglement of a rather small portion of the BS number states. Now, it has turned out that the measurement of the covariance matrix is not useful to detect the entanglement for a significant portion of the photonic non-Gaussian entangled states. We thus consider higher order criteria in the subsequent section.
III. VERIFICATION OF PHOTONIC NON-GAUSSIAN ENTANGLEMENT VIA THE MEASUREMENTS OF HIGHER ORDER MOMENTS
In this section we consider the separable conditions based on the operators that form SU(2) algebra and SU(1,1) algebra [32, 33, [35] [36] [37] . We show that the measurements of quadrature moments to the fourth order are sufficient to verify the present non-Gaussian entangled states except for a small portion of the BS number states. We also show that the entanglement of this small portion is detectable by the measurements of further higher order moments based on the idea of Ref. [37] .
A. SU(2) and SU(1,1) commutation relations and separable conditions
Let us define the set of operators (20) where N a := a † a and N b := b † b are number operators of the local modes. The operators J i with i = x, y, z form the SU(2) algebra while the operators K i with i = x, y, z form the SU(1,1) algebra [32, 33, [35] [36] [37] . The commutation relation [K y , K z ] = iK x implies the uncertainty relation
From its partial transposition we have the separable condition in Eq. (10) of Ref. [37] 
where the partial transposition of the second system with respect to the number basis is calculated by the relation
In the next two subsections we investigate the role of these separable conditions on the detection of the nonGaussian entanglement. The entanglement of the present non-Gaussian states is induced by the unitary operators (5) and U r = e ra † b−r * ab † in Eq. (11), and the Hamiltonians can be connected with a partial transposition as it maps ra
Hence, it might be insightful to find general relationships between the non-Gaussian entanglement and the separable conditions with the terms in the Hamiltonian.
B. Entanglement verification of the TMS number states
The TMS number states of Eq. (6) 
This implies that the TMS number states are eigenstates of J z and ∆ 2 J z = 0. In turn, we can write
Then, its expectation value for the TMS number state |M, N ; ξ of Eq. (6) is calculated to be
This implies | K x | > 0. Consequently, for the TMS number states of Eq. (6), the left-hand side of Eq. (22) is zero and right-hand side of Eq. (22) is positive. Hence, we can confirm the inseparability of the TMS number states from the violation of Eq. (22) . Since the separable condition of Eq. (22) is violated by the TMS number state |M, N ; ξ for any integers M , N , and |ξ| > 0, it might be valuable to emphasize the mechanism of the entanglement detection. On one hand, the TMS number states exhibit strong classical correlation on the photon number as we have ∆ 2 J z = 0. On the other hand, they show coherence between the (Schmidt) bases {|k, k , |k + 1, k + 1 } as the pair creation and annihilation of the photons occur coherently. This keeps the term K x non-zero. Therefore, we can say that the strong classical correlation and the coherence on the Schmidt bases signify the existence of entanglement. Note that there is a different entanglement criterion that can verify the entanglement of the TMS number states based on the measurement of quadrature moments to the fourth order [20] . This criterion is formulated to verify the entanglement of the TMS number state when the parameter ξ is specified. Note also that test of a sequence of high order separable conditions for TMS number states have been reported in Ref. [16] .
C. Entanglement verification of the BS number states
The BS number states of Eq. (13) 
Hence, the BS number states are eigenstates of K z , and we have ∆ 2 K z = 0. In turn, from Eq. (18) and definition of J x we have J x = r+r * 2(1+|r| 2 ) (n − m) for the BS number state |n, m; r of Eq. (13) . This implies that the left-hand side of Eq. (21) is zero and the right-hand side of Eq. (21) is positive whenever n = m. Hence, we can confirm the inseparability of the BS number state from the violation of Eq. (21) except for the case of n = m.
To cover the case of n = m, we consider another separable condition proposed in Ref. [37] . Following Eq. (11) of [37] , let us define 
where
For the BS number states of Eq. (13) we have ∆ 2 N + = ∆ 2 K z = 0, and the left-hand side of Eq. (28) is zero. In turn, by picking the terms which include the same number of annihilation and creation operators from the expressioñ
we have
This implies Similar to the situation that the TMS number states violates the condition of Eq. (22), the mechanism of entanglement detection of the BS number states can be explained by the coexistence of strong classical correlation and coherence on the photon-number basis. The classical correlation is confirmed from ∆ 2 K z = 0 or ∆ 2 N + = 0 while the non-zero coherence of J x > 0 or L x > 0 is observed on the (Schmidt) bases with single-photon exchange {|n + m − k, k , |n + m − k − 1, k + 1 } or the (Schmidt) bases with two-photon exchange {|n + m − k, k , |n + m − k − 2, k + 2 } for n = m and n = m, respectively. Therefore, we can observe basically the same structure in non-Gaussian entanglement for the TMS number states and the BS number states.
It might be worth to mention the existence of the BS number states that do not violate the higher order separable condition of Eq. (28) . The set of such BS number states is specified by the condition ∆ 2 N + = 0, namely, it can be specified by the pairs of non-negative integers (m, n) that fulfill (n−m) 2 −(n+m) = 0. The distribution of the pairs (m, n) for 1 ≤ n, m ≤ 10 6 is shown in FIG. 3 . Hence, the separable conditions of Eq. (28) is also widely useful to verify the entanglement of the BS number states but there is a small portion of the states which fulfill the condition. Consequently, at the present, we require two separable conditions in order to verify whole class of the BS number states based on the measurement of quadrature moments. It is in a sharp contrast to the case of the TMS number states, in which the entanglement can be verified by the violation of the single separable condition of Eq. (22). 
IV. SUMMARY AND REMARKS
We have considered two photonic families of entangled states generated from the products of number states by using two-mode Gaussian entangling operations and investigated their inseparability associated with the entanglement criterion based on the measurements of quadrature moments. We have specified the parameter regime of the states where the entanglement cannot be verified by the measurement of the covariance matrix, which covers the case of the measurement of quadrature moments to the second order. We have also shown a couple of continuous-variable entanglement criteria to verify whole the non-Gaussian entanglement of the two families. An interesting finding is that the measurement of the covariance matrices is useless to detect substantial part of the non-Gaussian entanglement. On the other hand, it has been shown that the measurements to the fourth order moments are sufficient for the entanglement verification except for a very small portion of the non-Gaussian states.
Generation of non-Gaussian entangled states from the number states and Gaussian operation would be an important goal of experiments and systematic analysis of such states might be an insightful step to comprehend quantum correlation beyond the Gaussian framework.
